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43

We generated genome-wide DNA data from four children buried roughly 8000 and 300044

years ago at Shum Laka (Cameroon), one of the earliest archaeological sites potentially45

associated with the origins of Bantu languages. One individual carried the deeply diver-46

gent Y chromosome haplogroup A00, which is found today almost exclusively in the same47

region. However, all four individuals’ genome-wide ancestry profiles are most similar to48

West-Central African hunter-gatherers, implying that present-day populations in western49

Cameroon, as well as Bantu speakers across the continent, are not descended substantially50
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from the population represented by these four people. Combining the Shum Laka indi-51

viduals with existing data, we derive a detailed phylogenetic model that features eleven52

ancestral admixture events and three prominent radiations within Africa, including one53

giving rise to at least four major lineages deep in the history of modern humans.54

The deposits at Shum Laka, a rockshelter located in the Grassfields region of western55

Cameroon, are among the most important archaeological sources for the study of Late Pleis-56

tocene and Holocene prehistory in West-Central Africa [1–4]. The oldest human-occupied lay-57

ers at the site date to approximately 30,000 calendar years before present (BP), but of greatest58

interest are a series of artifacts and skeletons from about 8000–3000 BP, between the Later59

Stone Age (LSA) and the Iron Age (Extended Data Fig. 1; Supplementary Information section60

1). This transitional period, sometimes referred to as the Stone to Metal Age (SMA), featured61

a gradual appearance of new stone tools as well as pottery [2, 4–6]. Subsistence evidence in62

the rockshelter during the SMA points primarily to foraging, but with increasing usage of fruits63

from Canarium schweinfurthii coinciding with developments in material culture, and serving64

as a foundation for later agriculture [4, 7] (Supplementary Information section 1; Supplemen-65

tary Table 1). In the context of broader African history, these cultural changes and their early66

appearance at Shum Laka are particularly intriguing because the Cameroon/Nigeria border area67

during the late Holocene was likely the cradle of Bantu languages, and of populations whose68

descendants would spread across much of the southern half of Africa between ∼3000–1500 BP,69

resulting in the vast range and diversity of the Bantu language family today [8–18].70

To explore population history in this region, and more broadly in Africa, we sampled human71

bones from Shum Laka with the goal of extracting and sequencing ancient DNA (which to our72

knowledge has not previously been reported from West or Central Africa). A total of eighteen73

human skeletons (juveniles and adults) have been discovered at Shum Laka, comprising two74

distinct burial phases (four individuals in the earlier phase and fourteen in the later phase; see75
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Supplementary Information section 1) [1–4]. We attempted to retrieve DNA from six individu-76

als and obtained working data from four skeletons (three of which were mostly complete, and77

one more fragmentary): two from the early SMA (∼8000 BP) and two from the late SMA78

(∼3000 BP; Table 1, Supplementary Table 2). The two earlier individuals, 2/SE I and 2/SE II,79

were both boys (2/SE I a child of 4± 1 years and 2/SE II an adolescent of 15± 3 years [3])80

and were recovered from primary double burial #2, with the 2/SE I skeleton lying on top of the81

lower limbs of 2/SE II. The two later individuals, 4/A and 5/B, were also children (4/A a boy of82

8±2 years and 5/B a girl of 4±1 years [3]) and were found in adjacent primary single burials83

#4 and #5.84

We extracted DNA from petrous bone samples and prepared a total of 12 sequencing li-85

braries (2–4 per individual, all treated with the enzyme uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) [19,20]86

to reduce the rate of damage-induced cytosine-to-thymine errors), from which we generated87

genome-wide data by enriching for ∼1.2 million single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) targets88

(Methods; Supplementary Table 2). All four individuals returned data at more than 500,00089

SNPs (> 0.7× average coverage), and three at more than 900,000 (> 3.8×). Quality met-90

rics indicated authentic ancient DNA: 4–10% C-to-T deamination damage in the final base91

of sequenced fragments (relatively low but within the expected range after partial UDG treat-92

ment [20]), and minimal apparent heterozygosity rates for mtDNA (0.3–1.5% estimated con-93

tamination) and for the X chromosome in males (0.5–1.0% estimated contamination). The94

molecular preservation of the samples is especially impressive given the long-term warm and95

humid climate at Shum Laka [21] (supporting a mixed forest-savannah environment, at an ele-96

vation of ∼1650 meters above sea level). We also generated whole-genome sequence data for97

individuals 2/SE II (∼18.5× average coverage) and 4/A (∼3.9× average coverage), and we re-98

port new Human Origins array data (∼598,000 SNPs) for 63 individuals from five present-day99

Cameroonian populations (Extended Data Table 1; Supplementary Table 3).100
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Table 1. Details for the four ancient Shum Laka individuals in the study

ID Age at Date Radiocarbon date Sex Mt hap Y hap Cov SNPs Mt/X
death (yrs) (cal BP) (uncal) contam (%)

2/SE I 4±1 7920–7700 6985 ± 30 BP (PSUAMS-6307) M L0a2a1 B 0.70 564164 1.0/1.0
2/SE II 15±3 7970–7800 7090 ± 35 BP (PSUAMS-6308) M L0a2a1 A00 7.71 1082018 1.5/0.6
4/A 8±2 3160–2970 2940 ± 20 BP (PSUAMS-6309) M L1c2a1b B2b 3.83 935777 0.3/0.5
5/B 4±1 3210–3000 2970 ± 25 BP (PSUAMS-6310) F L1c2a1b .. 6.41 1014618 0.5/..

Calibrated direct radiocarbon dates are given as 95.4% CI (see Methods). Age was determined
from skeletal remains, and sex from genetic data [3]. Mt/Y hap, mtDNA/Y-chromosome
haplogroup; Cov, average sequencing coverage.; Mt/X contam, estimated contamination from
mtDNA/X chromosome. See also Supplementary Table 2.

Uniparental markers and kinship analysis101

All of the mtDNA and Y chromosome haplogroups we observe among the Shum Laka indi-102

viduals are associated today with sub-Saharan African populations. The two earlier individuals103

carry mtDNA haplogroup L0a (specifically L0a2a1), which is widespread in Africa, while the104

two later individuals carry L1c (specifically L1c2a1b), which is found among both farmers and105

hunter-gatherers in Central and West Africa [22, 23]. Individuals 2/SE I and 4/A have Y chro-106

mosomes from macrohaplogroup B, often found today in Central African hunter-gatherers [24],107

while 2/SE II has the rare Y chromosome haplogroup A00, which was discovered in 2013108

and has subsequently been identified at low frequencies in present-day Cameroon, in particular109

among the Mbo and Bangwa groups in the western part of the country [25,26]. A00 is the oldest110

known extant branch of the human Y chromosome tree, with a split time from all other modern111

human Y chromosomes of ∼200,000–300,000 BP [25, 27, 28]. Our documentation of A00 at112

Shum Laka is its first known instance in ancient DNA.113

We used our whole-genome sequence data to investigate the relationship of 2/SE II’s Y114

chromosome to present-day A00 sequences (Supplementary Table 4). Present-day A00 chro-115

mosomes are classified into the subtypes A00a, A00b, and A00c, whose divergence times from116
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each other have not been precisely estimated but are quite recent, perhaps only a few thousand117

years [25, 26]. At every subtype-specific site for which we had coverage, the Shum Laka A00118

carries the ancestral allele. We called genotypes at 1666 positions that differ between (present-119

day) A00 [27] and all other modern human Y chromosomes, and we found that the Shum Laka120

A00 carries the alternative allele at 1521 (91%). Using published calibrations [28, 29], we esti-121

mate a time of 31,000 BP (95% CI: 25,000–37,000 BP; see Methods) for the split of the 2/SE122

II A00 from present-day A00 sequences (Fig. 1), meaning that it cannot be directly ancestral to123

the present-day subtypes.124

Time 

(1000s BP)

~31

~8

~275

A00a/b/c

Shum Laka

A00

Other 

haplogroups

145

1521

~190

Figure 1. Y chromosome phylogeny. Circles represent mutations along the (unrooted) A00
lineage at sites where we observe the alternative (filled) or reference (empty) allele state in the
Shum Laka A00.

On a genome-wide level, we computed rates of allelic identity for each pair of individuals125

to infer degrees of relatedness, leveraging the effects of chromosomal segments shared identical126
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by descent (IBD). Both contemporaneous pairs display elevated identity, with 2/SE I and 2/SE127

II at the level of fourth-degree relatives and 4/A and 5/B at the level of second-degree relatives128

(Extended Data Fig. 2), supporting archaeological interpretations that the rockshelter was used129

as an extended family cemetery during both burial phases [3]. We would expect more recent130

average shared ancestry for the contemporaneous pairs even if they were not closely related,131

but when computing allele matching along the genome, we observe clear signatures of long132

IBD segments, meaning that the genome-wide levels indeed reflect family relatedness (and133

confirming that both pairs indeed lived close in time; Supplementary Information section 2).134

All four individuals also show evidence of relatively recent inbreeding, both from genome-wide135

identity and window-based analysis (Extended Data Fig. 2; Supplementary Information section136

2). For 4/A and 5/B, because both died as children, we can eliminate a grandparent-grandchild137

relationship, and the lack of long segments with both homologous chromosomes shared IBD138

implies that they are not double cousins (the few ostensible double-IBD stretches are likely a139

result of inbreeding). Thus, we can conclude that they were either uncle and niece (or aunt and140

nephew) or half-siblings.141

PCA and allele-sharing statistics142

We visualized the genome-wide relationships between the Shum Laka individuals and diverse143

present-day and ancient sub-Saharan African populations (Extended Data Table 1) using prin-144

cipal component analysis (PCA). Initially, we computed axes using East and West Africans145

and Southern and East-Central African hunter-gatherers, projecting the Shum Laka individuals146

together with other populations for comparison (Fig. 2A). Along PC1, the overall trend is for147

(historically) farming and pastoralist populations to fall toward the left and hunter-gatherers148

toward the right. The position of the Shum Laka individuals is to the right of Bantu speak-149
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ers and related West African populations (Chewa, Mbo, and Mende), closest to present-day150

West-Central hunter-gatherers from Cameroon (Baka, Bakola, and Bedzan [30]) and the Cen-151

tral African Republic (Aka, often known as Biaka). To confirm this signal, we carried out a152

second PCA using only West and East Africans and Aka to compute the axes, and again the153

Shum Laka individuals project in the direction of West-Central hunter-gatherers (Fig. 2B). By154

contrast, present-day Niger-Congo-speaking groups from western Cameroon, including Mbo155

and Bangwa, cluster tightly with other West Africans when projected onto PCs 1 and 2 (Fig. 2;156

Extended Data Fig. 3A). In both plots, the two earlier Shum Laka individuals fall slightly closer157

to West and East Africans than do the more recent individuals, but all four appear to be quite158

similar in their ancestry relative to other populations, and we therefore grouped them together159

in the analyses that follow unless otherwise noted.160
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P
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Hadza
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Mbo
Mbuti
Mende
Sandawe
Somali
W-Cent. HG
Anc. Malawi
Anc. S. Afr. HG
Mota
S.L. 8000 BP
S.L. 3000 BP

PC1

P
C

2
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Dinka
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Mursi
Sandawe
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a
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S.Afr.HG
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b
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Figure 2. PCA results. (A) Broad-scale analysis. (B) Narrow-scale analysis. Groups shown in
blue (including all ancient individuals, with filled symbols) were projected onto axes computed
using the other populations. HG, hunter-gatherers; S.L., Shum Laka. The W-Cent. HG
grouping in (A) (closest to Shum Laka) consists of Aka and Cameroon hunter-gatherers (Baka,
Bakola, and Bedzan). For both analyses, we used SNPs from the Human Origins array
(Extended Data Table 1).

To refine these observations, we used f -statistics [31] (Fig. 3A) to investigate levels of “deep161

ancestry,” which we define as ancestry from sources diverging earlier than the split between162
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non-Africans and the majority of sub-Saharan Africans (i.e., above the point (2) in the tree in163

Fig. 4A). Initially, we employed the statistic f4(X , Mursi; South Africa HG, Han), which is164

expected to be increasingly positive for increasing proportions (and, to some degree, for earlier165

divergences) of deep ancestry in population X , with a baseline of zero set by Mursi, Nilotic-166

speaking pastoralists from western Ethiopia [30] (and assuming no specific allele-sharing be-167

tween X and either ancient South African hunter-gatherers [32, 33] or non-Africans). We find168

that Shum Laka has a large positive statistic, comparable to that of West-Central African hunter-169

gatherers (Fig. 3A, top), suggesting that the genetic affinity between the Shum Laka individ-170

uals and present-day hunter-gatherers could be due to a shared component of deep ancestry.171

Other West Africans (e.g., Yoruba and Mende) yield smaller but significantly positive values,172

as do East African hunter-gatherers (present-day Hadza from Tanzania and the ∼4500 BP Mota173

individual from Ethiopia [34]). We also computed related statistics in which we used differ-174

ent reference groups in place of Mursi, South African hunter-gatherers, and Han, allowing us175

both to confirm the robustness of our inferences and to extend them to include additional test176

populations (Extended Data Table 2). From the statistics f4(Mursi/Agaw, Han; South Africa177

HG, Yoruba), we find minimal differences in deep ancestry proportions among Han, Mursi,178

and Agaw (an Afroasiatic-speaking population from Ethiopia [30]); from f4(X , Mursi; Chimp,179

Yoruba), we obtain a value for South African hunter-gatherers that is roughly twice as large180

as for Central African hunter-gatherers (using chimpanzee as a deep outgroup symmetric to all181

human populations).182
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Figure 3. Allele-sharing statistics. (A) Statistics sensitive to ancestry from a deeply-splitting
lineage (multiplied by 1000; blue, deeper than non-Africans; red, deeper than South African
hunter-gatherers). Bars show two standard errors in each direction. S.L., Shum Laka; SA,
ancient South African hunter-gatherers. (B) Relative allele sharing (multiplied by 10,000) with
Shum Laka versus East Africans ( f4(X , Yoruba; Shum Laka, Somali); x-axis) and versus Aka
( f4(X , Yoruba; Shum Laka, Aka); y-axis) for present-day populations from Cameroon (blue
points) and southern and eastern Bantu speakers (Herero in red and Chewa in orange). Bars
show one standard error in each direction. See Extended Data Fig. 3B for wider plot.

We also explored how much, if any, of this deep ancestry is from sources (potentially in-183

cluding archaic humans) diverging more deeply than Southern African hunter-gatherers (the184

modern human population with the oldest known average split date [32, 35, 36]). For this pur-185

pose, we employed the statistic f4(X , Mursi; Chimp, South Africa HG). Previous work has186

shown that Southern African hunter-gatherers are not a symmetric outgroup relative to other187

sub-Saharan Africans, with West Africans (especially Mende) having excess affinity toward188

deeper outgroups [33]. In agreement with this observation, we find that our test statistic is max-189

imized in Mende and other West Africans (Fig. 3A, bottom). Hadza and Mota have values close190

to zero, and Shum Laka and Central African hunter-gatherers are intermediate. While some191

populations yield positive values for both f4-statistics (Fig. 3A), the fact that the two sets are192

poorly correlated implies that they reflect at least partially separate signals.193
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Combining our new genotype array data with published individuals from Cameroon [30],194

we searched for differential relatedness between the Shum Laka individuals and present-day195

Cameroonians (Fig. 3B, Extended Data Fig. 3B). We computed allele-sharing statistics using196

Yoruba as a baseline and either East Africans (Somali) or Aka in the outgroup position and197

identified three distinct clusters: (a) Mada and Fulani, (b) hunter-gatherers, and (c) a relatively198

tight grouping of Niger-Congo-speaking populations (shown in closeup in Fig. 3B). Within199

the third cluster, we find the only subset of populations with significantly positive (i.e., Shum200

Laka-oriented) values in both dimensions; these groups (Mbo, Aghem, and Bafut), who also live201

close to the site of Shum Laka, thus have evidence of slight excess relatedness to the Shum Laka202

individuals despite their low overall genome-wide differentiation from other West Africans (Ex-203

tended Data Fig. 3A).204

Admixture graph analysis205

To validate and extend these signals of admixture as part of an integrated phylogenetic model,206

we built an admixture graph (Fig. 4A, Extended Data Fig. 4) co-modeling the ancient Shum207

Laka, Mota, and South African hunter-gatherer individuals and present-day Mbuti, Aka, Agaw,208

Yoruba, Mende, and Lemande, together with non-Africans (French) and two outgroups (Al-209

tai Neanderthal and chimpanzee). The final model provides a good fit to the data, with all210

f -statistics relating subsets of the populations predicted to within 2.3 standard errors of their211

observed values. Initially, we detected a slight but significant signal (max Z = 2.5) of allele-212

sharing between Shum Laka and non-Africans, which we hypothesize is due to a small amount213

of DNA contamination. To prevent this effect from influencing our results, we included a214

“dummy” admixture of non-African ancestry into Shum Laka (inferred 1.1%, consistent with215

mtDNA- and X chromosome-based contamination estimates), although model parameters with-216
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out the dummy admixture are also very similar (Extended Data Table 3, Supplementary Infor-217

mation section 3). To check the robustness of our inferences, we also fit versions of the model218

using alternative SNP ascertainment schemes and with additional populations (Hadza, Mbo,219

Herero, Chewa, Mursi, Baka, Bakola, Bedzan, Mada, Fulani, and ancient individuals from220

Taforalt in Morocco [37]) and obtained qualitatively concordant results in all cases (Extended221

Data Table 3; Supplementary Information section 3).222

Neanderthal
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Figure 4. Admixture graph results. In both panels, points at which multiple lineages are
shown diverging simultaneously indicate splits occurring in short succession (whose order we
cannot confidently assess) but are not meant to represent exact multifurcations. Key points
correspond to (1) early modern human split, (2) East African divergences, and (3) Bantu
expansion. Branch lengths are not drawn to scale. (A) Full model; see Extended Data Fig. 4
for branch lengths. HG, hunter-gatherer; AP, agro-pastoralist. ∗Proportion not well constrained
(for Mbuti, the sum of the two indicated proportions is well constrained but not the separate
values). (B) Geographical structure: shaded areas correspond to rough hypothesized historical
locations of lineages descended from split point (1) in panel (A), and branching order is shown
for populations descended from split point (2). For ease of visualization, we select one
ancestry component per population. Leaf nodes are placed at sampling locations, but the
locations of internal nodes (and ancestral populations more generally) are not known. The blue
star represents Shum Laka, with a possible direction of gene flow for one component of its
ancestry (dashed green line).
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Along the modern human lineage, the deepest-splitting branch in our model is inferred to223

be the one leading to Central African hunter-gatherers, although four lineages diverge in a very224

short span: those contributing the primary ancestry to (a) Central African hunter-gatherers, (b)225

Southern African hunter-gatherers, and (c) other modern human populations, along with (d) a226

“ghost” source contributing a minority of the ancestry in West Africans and the Mota individual.227

Among Central African hunter-gatherers, the first split [38] is between East (Mbuti) and West,228

with the latter then branching into components represented in Aka and Shum Laka. The next229

major feature of the topology is a second cluster of divergences involving West Africans, two230

East African lineages (hunter-gatherer-associated and agro-pastoralist-associated), and non-231

Africans, the latter tentatively inferred to be a sister group to Mota but with no deep “ghost”232

ancestry. Within the West African clade, we identify Yoruba and Mende as sister populations,233

with Lemande as an outgroup, and most basally a separate West African-related lineage con-234

tributing the majority of the ancestry for Shum Laka (64%). A Bantu-associated source (most235

closely related to Lemande) contributes 59% of the ancestry in Aka and 26% in Mbuti [39], with236

the latter also receiving ancestry (17%) from an East African agro-pastoralist-related source.237

We can also obtain a good fit for the Shum Laka individuals in a less-parsimonious alternative238

model using three components, replacing the basal West African source with a combination of239

ancestry from inside the clade defined by the other West African populations and from a source240

splitting between the East and West Africans (similar to the split point for one component con-241

tributing to Taforalt; Extended Data Fig. 5, Supplementary Information section 3). However,242

two-component models for Shum Laka with the majority component splitting along a differ-243

ent branch create significant deviations from the observed data (Z = 7.1 closer to other West244

Africans; Z = 3.7 closer to East Africans).245

The West African clade (green in Fig. 4) is also distinguished by admixture from a deep246

source that can be modeled as a combination of modern human and archaic ancestry. The mod-247
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ern human component is inferred to diverge at almost the same point as Central and Southern248

African hunter-gatherers and to be related to the deep source that contributes ancestry to the249

Mota individual, but how closely related is not well determined in our model. The archaic com-250

ponent fits best as being from a lineage that diverged close to the split between Neanderthals and251

modern humans (either slightly basal to the split or along the Neanderthal lineage in different252

versions; Supplementary Information section 3). The signals of deep ancestry in West African-253

related groups (Fig. 3A) can be explained parsimoniously by two admixture events: one along254

the ancestral West African lineage, and a second, smaller contribution (∼4%) to Mende from255

the same deep source (Fig. 4A). In particular, statistics testing for ancestry basal to Southern256

African hunter-gatherers (Fig. 3A, bottom) are highly correlated to inferred proportions of an-257

cestry from the West African clade (Extended Data Fig. 6). In our primary model, we estimate258

the shared admixture to introduce 10% deep modern human and 2% archaic ancestry, although259

the first proportion is not well constrained and is as high as ∼30% in some versions of the260

graph (Extended Data Table 3). We also note that an alternative model with no archaic com-261

ponent, in which the West African clade receives deep ancestry from a single source splitting262

before the primary early modern human divergence point [33], also provides a good fit to the263

data, although modestly worse (Supplementary Information section 3). The two versions are264

quite similar overall, but combined with previous evidence for archaic ancestry in sub-Saharan265

African populations [40–48], we prefer the model in Fig. 4A.266

Shum Laka in genetic context267

Our analyses show that the four sampled children from Shum Laka can be modeled as ad-268

mixed with ∼35% ancestry related to West-Central African hunter-gatherers and ∼65% from269

a basal West African-related source (originating outside of a clade containing diverse present-270
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day Niger-Congo speakers), or alternatively as a mixture of hunter-gatherer-related ancestry271

plus two additional components, one from inside the clade of present-day West Africans and272

one splitting between East and West Africans. The first component, given its relatedness to273

hunter-gatherers still living in West-Central Africa, plausibly represents ancestry present in this274

area since at least the LSA, whereas the second component (third in the alternative model) may275

represent a lineage originally from outside the region. Although the scope of our sampling is276

limited to two individuals at either end of the SMA, the observed genetic similarity across a277

span of almost 5000 years suggests long-term continuity in the region, at least for one popu-278

lation who repeatedly used the Shum Laka rockshelter for various activities, including burying279

their dead (Supplementary Information section 1). The later pair did have slightly but signifi-280

cantly more Central African hunter-gatherer-related ancestry than the earlier pair (e.g., f4(Shum281

Laka 8000 BP, Shum Laka 3000 BP; Yoruba, Aka) > 0, Z = 4.2; ∼5% more from admixture282

graph modeling, Supplementary Information section 3), which could reflect a minor resurgence283

of local hunter-gatherer-related ancestry as in Neolithic Europe [49–51]. The genetic conti-284

nuity we infer is also consistent with morphometric analyses of the remains (Supplementary285

Information section 1).286

Given the phylogenetic position of the basal West African-related ancestry component in287

the Shum Laka individuals, together with the geography and phylogeny of other sampled West288

African populations, a possible hypothesis is that this component had an origin farther to the289

north (Fig. 4B). The chronology of the archaeological record at the site suggests a possible290

northern influence on cultural developments during the SMA [4, 16]; these include changes291

in stone tools, which can be interpreted as a fusion of local LSA tool-making traditions with292

new macrolithic technologies introduced from the north [4], and the appearance of ceramics293

(four sherds found in the early SMA burial layer, and more abundant and distinct ceramics294

in later SMA deposits) perhaps derived from earlier pottery-working traditions in the Sahara295
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and Sahel [2, 4, 52]. Gene flow from the north before 8000 BP is also plausible due to a short296

period of Saharan and Sahelian aridification [4, 53]. Present-day populations in northern West297

Africa and the Sahel have extensive admixture connected to later migrations [54, 55], however,298

so pinpointing the source of the Shum Laka ancestry will likely require additional ancient DNA299

data.300

Today, the large majority of the ancestry in populations from Cameroon is more closely301

related to that of other West Africans rather than to the group represented by the ancient in-302

dividuals from Shum Laka. Present-day hunter-gatherers in Cameroon are also not descended303

substantially from this specific group, as they do not share the same signal of ancestry from304

outside the main portion of the West African clade (Supplementary Information section 3). We305

do observe slightly elevated allele-sharing between the Shum Laka individuals and present-306

day Grassfields populations, consistent with small proportions of Shum Laka-related admixture307

(maximum ∼7–8%; Supplementary Information section 3). This pattern is reminiscent of pre-308

vious results for Malawi, where ancient hunter-gatherers from the sites of Hora, Chencherere,309

and Fingira (∼8000–2500 BP) were largely continuous in their ancestry but highly differenti-310

ated from present-day populations [33] (98% Bantu-associated and 2% southern African hunter-311

gatherer-related ancestry for Chewa in our extended admixture graph results; Z = 3.8 without312

admixture; Supplementary Information section 3). We also observe an A00 Y chromosome313

carried by the adolescent boy 2/SE II, suggesting that the concentration of this haplogroup in314

western Cameroon [25, 26] may have a long history. The phylogenetic position of the Shum315

Laka A00, well outside of the A00a/b/c clade, additionally implies that A00 may have been316

more diverse during the LSA and SMA, and it is unlikely to have been introduced to present-317

day populations by recent archaic introgression. The ∼200,000–300,000 BP divergence time318

of A00 from other modern human haplogroups [27,28] could support its association either with319

the Central African hunter-gatherer-related ancestry component of the Shum Laka individuals320
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or with the deep modern human portion of their West African-related ancestry.321

Linguistic and genetic evidence points to western Cameroon as the most likely area for the322

development of Bantu languages and as the ultimate source of subsequent migrations of Bantu323

speakers, and while the mid-Holocene archaeological record of the region is sparse, Shum Laka324

has been speculated to have been an important site in the early phase of this process [8–18].325

However, the genetic profiles of our four sampled individuals—even by 3000 BP, when the326

spread of Bantu languages and of ancestry associated with Bantu-speaking populations was al-327

ready underway—are very different from those of most Niger-Congo speakers today, implying328

that these individuals are not representative of the primary source population(s) ancestral to329

present-day Bantu speakers. These results do not contradict a central role for the Grassfields330

area in the origins of Bantu-speaking peoples, but it may be that multiple, highly differentiated331

populations formerly lived in the region, with potentially either high or low levels of linguistic332

diversity. In fact, it would not be surprising if the Shum Laka site itself was used (either suc-333

cessively or concurrently) by multiple groups with different ancestry, cultural traditions, and/or334

languages [1], evidence of which may not be visible from the collection of remains as preserved335

today.336

Implications for broader African population history337

As in other parts of the world, present-day genetic diversity in Africa has been heavily influ-338

enced by recent population movements, especially the expansion of Bantu language speakers339

across the continent [8–15, 56]. For example, among the signals of recent migration and ad-340

mixture in our results are the Bantu-associated ancestry components in Central African hunter-341

gatherers (59% in Aka, who speak a Bantu language, and 26% in Mbuti) and likely the East342

African-related ancestry in Mbuti (who speak both Bantu and Sudanic languages). At the same343
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time, building a phylogenetic model including Shum Laka and other diverse groups, aided by344

the availability of ancient DNA data from past populations, allows us to gain new insights into345

more distant relationships [13,33,56–60]. In the deepest portion of the model, our findings sup-346

port previous evidence of archaic ancestry in African populations [40–48], with the particular347

signal we identify being specific to the West African clade. Among modern humans, mean-348

while, our results are relevant to open questions about the time depths of different elements of349

African population structure both today and in the past [61–63].350

First, we infer a series of closely spaced population splits in our admixture graph model351

involving West African-related and two East African-related lineages, as well as non-Africans352

(point (2) in Fig. 4A). Based on the populations involved, the center of this radiation was likely353

in East Africa (Fig. 4B), with a date of ∼60,000–80,000 BP based on estimated divergences354

of African and non-African populations [35, 64–67]. The existence of such an expansion is355

also consistent with human mtDNA phylogeographic patterns—specifically the diversification356

of haplogroup L3, likely originating in East Africa roughly 70,000 BP [68,69]—and potentially357

with the origins of clade CT in the Y chromosome tree at a similar time depth [27, 70].358

Equally noteworthy is the earliest major phase of diversification in our model, involving at359

least four lineages early in the history of modern humans (point (1) in Fig. 4A). Recent con-360

sensus has been that Southern African hunter-gatherers represent the deepest sampled branch361

of the modern human population tree [32, 35, 36], but we show that the Central African hunter-362

gatherer clade (which accounts for about a third of the ancestry at Shum Laka) split at close to363

the same time or perhaps slightly earlier. We also infer the presence of at least one additional364

deep lineage splitting near the same point and contributing ancestry to West Africans and some365

East Africans. The signal for East African hunter-gatherers is in line with previous reports366

of admixture in Hadza and Sandawe from a deeply splitting source [58], but we find that the367

best fit for the deep ancestry in Hadza and in the ancient Mota individual (as well as in West368
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Africans) is from a source that is not specifically related to either Southern or Central African369

hunter-gatherers (Supplementary Information section 3). The presence of this “ghost” deep lin-370

eage [33] contributing to the West African clade (including Shum Laka), separate from Central371

African hunter-gatherer-related ancestry, is notable in light of the regional Pleistocene archae-372

ological record, which, although thin [6, 71], includes Homo sapiens fossils dated to ∼300,000373

BP in northwestern Africa [72], as well as an individual buried ∼12,000 BP in southwestern374

Nigeria (the oldest known human fossil from West Africa proper) with archaic morphological375

features [73]. Middle Stone Age artifacts have also been found in parts of West Africa into the376

terminal Pleistocene [74], despite the development of LSA technologies elsewhere (e.g., Shum377

Laka). Thus, the available material and fossil evidence is concordant with our genetic results in378

indicating elements of long-term population structure and admixture [61].379

Beyond the specific populations involved in the earliest phase, the presence of multiple380

closely-spaced splits suggests that Southern and Central African hunter-gatherers diverged as381

part of a large-scale modern human radiation within the continent. Previous estimates, specifi-382

cally for the split of Southern African hunter-gatherers from other populations, place this period383

at approximately 200,000–250,000 BP [32,35,36]. Further work is necessary to investigate the384

extent to which this radiation was associated with biological, technological, environmental, or385

other factors, and whether some of the studied lineages might be further admixed in ways we386

are not yet able to detect. It is very possible that there was additional broad population structure387

among early modern humans, including groups only known to us through fossil remains [61,62],388

but the persistence of ancestry today (in admixed form) from at least four lineages marks this389

period as an important one in human evolution.390
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Methods391

Ancient DNA sample processing392

We obtained bone powder from the Shum Laka skeletons (see Supplementary Information sec-393

tion 1 for more information on the site and burials) by drilling cochlear portions of petrous bone394

samples in a clean room facility at the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences. In dedicated395

clean rooms at Harvard Medical School, we extracted DNA using published protocols [75, 76].396

From the extracts, we prepared barcoded double-stranded libraries treated with uracil-DNA gly-397

cosylase (UDG) to reduce the rate of characteristic ancient DNA damage [19,20] in a modified398

partial UDG preparation including magnetic bead cleanups [20, 77]. For the SNP capture data,399

we used two rounds of in-solution target hybridization to enrich for sequences overlapping the400

mitochondrial genome and approximately 1.2 million genome-wide SNPs [50,78–81]. We then401

added 7-base-pair indexing barcodes to the adapters of each library [82] and sequenced on an402

Illumina NextSeq 500 machine with 76-base-pair paired-end reads. For individuals 2/SE II and403

4/A, we also generated whole-genome shotgun data from the same libraries but without the404

target enrichment step. Sequencing was performed at the Broad Institute on an Illumina HiSeq405

X Ten machine, using 19 lanes for 2/SE II (yielding approximately 18.5× average coverage,406

including 1,216,658 sites covered from the set of target SNPs used in most analyses) and two407

lanes for 4/A (3.9× average coverage, 1,158,884 sites covered).408

From the raw sequencing results, we retained reads with no more than one mismatch per409

read pair to the library-specific barcodes. Prior to alignment, we merged paired-end sequences410

based on forward and reverse mate overlaps and trimmed barcodes and adapters. Preprocessed411

reads were then mapped to both the mitochondrial reference genome RSRS [69] and the human412

reference genome (version hg19) using the “samse” command with default parameters in BWA413

(version 0.6.1) [83]. Duplicate molecules (having the same mapped start and end positions and414
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strand orientation) were removed post-alignment. We filtered the mapped sequences (requiring415

mapping quality scores of at least 10 for targeted SNP capture and 30 for whole-genome shotgun416

data) and trimmed two terminal bases to eliminate (almost all) damage-induced errors.417

For mitochondrial DNA, we called haplogroups using HaploGrep2 [84]. For nuclear DNA418

obtained from SNP capture and for the whole-genome shotgun data for individual 4/A, we se-419

lected one allele at random per site to create pseudo-haploid genotypes. For the whole-genome420

shotgun data for individual 2/SE II, we used a previously described reference-bias-free diploid421

genotype calling procedure [36], converting resulting genotypes into a fasta-like encoding al-422

lowing for extraction of data at specified sites via cascertain and cTools [36]. We determined423

the sex of each individual by examining the fractions of sequences mapping to the X and Y424

chromosomes [85], and we determined Y-chromosome haplogroups by comparing sequence-425

level SNP information to the tree established by the International Society of Genetic Genealogy426

(http://www.isogg.org). To ensure authenticity, we computed the proportion of C-to-T errors in427

terminal positions of sequenced molecules and evaluated possible contamination via heterozy-428

gosity at variable sites in haploid genome regions, using contamMix [78] and ANGSD [86] for429

mtDNA and the X chromosome (in males), respectively.430

Radiocarbon dates431

At the Pennsylvania State University (PSU) Radiocarbon Laboratory, we generated direct ra-432

diocarbon dates via accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) for the four analyzed individuals,433

using fragments of the same temporal bone portions that were sampled for ancient DNA. The434

resulting dates are in good agreement with previously reported direct dates for different bones435

from individuals 2/SE II (8160–7790 cal BP, 7150 ± 70 BP, OxA-5203) and 4/A (3380–3010436

cal BP, 3045 ± 60 BP, OxA-5205) [1]. We performed calibrations using OxCal [87] version437

4.3.2 with a mixture of the IntCal13 [88] and SHCal13 [89] curves, specifying “U(0,100)” to438
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allow for a flexible combination [87, 90], and rounding final results to the nearest 10 years (see439

also Supplementary Information section 1).440

New present-day data441

We generated genome-wide SNP genotype data for 63 individuals from five present-day Cameroo-442

nian populations on the Human Origins array: Aghem (28), Bafut (11), Bakoko (1), Bangwa443

(2), and Mbo (21) (Extended Data Table 1; Supplementary Table 3). Samples were collected444

with informed consent, with collection and analysis of samples approved by the UCL/UCLH445

Committee on the Ethics of Human Research, Committee A and Alpha.446

A00 Y chromosome split time estimation447

To estimate the split time of the Shum Laka A00 Y chromosome, we called genotypes for in-448

dividual 2/SE II at a set of positions where sequences from two present-day individuals with449

haplogroup A00 [27] differ from all non-A00 individuals. To avoid needing to determine the450

status of mutations as ancestral or derived, we considered the entire unrooted lineage specific451

to A00 (see Fig. 1). The total time span represented by this lineage is approximately 359,000452

years, using published values of ∼275,000 BP for the divergence of the A00 lineage from other453

modern human haplogroups [28] and ∼191,000 BP for the next-oldest split within macrohap-454

logroup A [29]. With a requirement of at least 90% agreement among the reads at each site,455

we called 1521 positions as having the alternative allele (i.e., matching present-day A00 and456

differing from the human reference sequence) and 145 as having the reference allele (taking457

the average of 143 and 147 for the two present-day individuals). The fraction 145/(145+1521)458

then defines the position of the Shum Laka split along the (unrooted) A00 lineage. We note that459

split times computed either from all sites (relaxing the 90% threshold and using the majority460
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allele), or from additionally requiring at least two reads per site, differ from our primary esti-461

mate by only a few hundred years. To produce a confidence interval, we used the variance in462

the published estimates and assumed an independent Poisson sampling error for the number of463

observed reference alleles.464

PCA and allele-sharing statistics465

We performed PCA using smartpca (with the “lsqproject” and “autoshrink” options) [91, 92]466

and computed f4-statistics using ADMIXTOOLS (with standard errors estimated via block467

jackknife) [31]. We projected all ancient individuals in PCA rather than using them to com-468

pute axes in order to avoid artifacts caused by missing data. In each PCA, we also projected469

a subset of the present-day populations to allow controlled comparisons with ancient individ-470

uals. In most cases, reported f4-statistics are based on the approximately 1.15M autosomal471

SNPs from our target capture set. For PCA and for f4-statistics testing differential relatedness472

to Shum Laka, we used autosomal SNPs from the Human Origins array (a subset of the target473

capture set), with some populations in the analyses only genotyped on this subset (see Extended474

Data Table 1). For these latter f4-statistics, we excluded for all populations a set of roughly 40k475

SNPs having high missingness in the present-day Cameroon data.476

Admixture graphs477

We fit admixture graphs with the ADMIXTUREGRAPH (qpGraph) program in ADMIXTOOLS478

(with the options “outpop: NULL,” “lambdascale: 1,” “inbreed: YES,” and “diag: 0.0001”) [31,479

51, 93], using the 1.15M autosomal SNPs from our target capture set by default, and other sets480

of SNPs in alternative model versions as specified. The program requires as input the branch-481

ing order of the populations in the graph and a list of admixture events, and it then solves482
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for the optimal parameters of the model (branch lengths and mixture proportions) via an ob-483

jective function measuring the deviation between predicted and observed values of a basis set484

of f -statistics. From the inferred parameters, poorly fitting topologies (including positions of485

admixture sources) can be corrected by changing split orders at internal nodes that appear as tri-486

furcations under the constraints enforced by the input (see Supplementary Information section487

3).488

To evaluate the fit quality of output models, we employed two metrics: first, a list of resid-489

ual Z-scores for all f -statistics relating the populations in the graph, and second, a combined490

approximate log-likelihood score. The first metric is useful for identifying particularly poorly491

fitting models and the elements that are most responsible for the poor fits, while the second492

provides a means for comparing the overall fits of separate models (Supplementary Information493

section 3). In order to assess the degree of constraint on individual parameter inferences, we494

were guided primarily by the variability across different model versions (using different pop-495

ulations and SNP sets; see Extended Data Table 3 and Supplementary Information section 3),496

which reflects both statistical uncertainty and changes in model-specific assumptions.497

Data availability498

The aligned sequences are available through the European Nucleotide Archive under accession499

number PRJEB32086. Genotype data used in analysis are available at https://reich.hms.harvard.edu/datasets.500
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Extended Data Table 1. Populations used in the study

Population Country Language Date Sample Data Reference
family size type

Shum Laka Cameroon ∼8000–3000 BP 4/1/1 1240k/DG/SG This paper
Ancient Malawi HG Malawi ∼8100–2500 BP 7∗ 1240k [33]
Mota Ethiopia ∼4500 BP 1 SG [34]
Ancient South South Africa ∼2000 BP 3† SG [32, 33]
African HG

Taforalt Morocco ∼15,000–14,000 BP 6 1240k [37]
Altai Neanderthal Russia ∼120,000 BP 1 DG [94]
Aghem Cameroon NC Present 28 HO This paper
Bafut Cameroon NC Present 11 HO This paper
Baka Cameroon NC Present 2 DG [30]
Bakoko Cameroon NC Present 1 HO This paper
Bakola Cameroon NC Present 2 DG [30]
Bangwa Cameroon NC Present 2 HO This paper
Bedzan Cameroon NC Present 2 DG [30]
Fulani Cameroon NC Present 2 DG [30]
Lemande Cameroon NC Present 2 DG [36]
Mada Cameroon AA Present 2 DG [30]
Mbo Cameroon NC Present 21 HO This paper
Ngumba Cameroon NC Present 2 DG [30]
Tikar Cameroon NC Present 2 DG [30]
Agaw Ethiopia AA Present 2 DG [30]
Aka (Biaka) Central African NC Present 20/2 HO/DG [33, 36]

Republic
Chewa Malawi NC Present 11 HO [33]
Dinka Sudan NS Present 7/4 HO/DG [33, 36]
French France IE Present 3 DG [36]
Hadza Tanzania KS Present 5(2)/1 HO/DG [33, 36]
Han China ST Present 4 DG [36]
Herero Namibia NC Present 2 DG [36]
Khoesan Namibia KS Present 22 HO [33]
Mbuti DR Congo NC, NS Present 10/4 HO/DG [33, 36]
Mende Sierra Leone NC Present 8/2 HO/DG [33, 36]
Mursi Ethiopia NS Present 2 DG [30]
Sandawe Tanzania KS Present 22 HO [33]
Somali Kenya AA Present 13 HO [33]
Yoruba Nigeria NC Present 70/3 HO/DG [33, 36]

List of populations used in analyses in the study. Data types are in-solution targeted SNP
capture (1240k), whole-genome sequence with pseudo-haploid genotype calls (SG),
high-coverage whole-genome sequence with diploid genotype calls (DG), and Human Origins
SNP array (HO). For some populations, we used different sample sets for different analyses,
indicated by slashes; Human Origins array genotyped individuals were used for PCA and for
f -statistics testing differential relatedness to Shum Laka (Fig. 3B, Extended Data Fig. 3B). For
Hadza, we used five individuals with Human Origins data for PCA and two of those five
individuals for admixture graph modeling. HG, hunter-gatherers; AA, Afroasiatic; IE,
Indo-European; KS, Khoesan; NC, Niger-Congo; NS, Nilo-Saharan; ST, Sino-Tibetan.
∗Individuals from Hora, Chencherere, and Fingira.
†Individuals from Ballito Bay (A and B) and St. Helena Bay.
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Extended Data Table 2. Allele-sharing statistics for deep ancestry

f4(X, Mursi; SA, Han) f4(X, Mota; SA, Han) f4(X, Han; SA, Mursi) f4(X, Mota; SA, Mursi)
Test pop Value Z-score Value Z-score Value Z-score Value Z-score
Dinka 1.4 5.8 -2.0 -5.5 0.1 0.2 -6.3 -20.2
Mota 3.4 9.0 0 0 6.3 18.1 0 0
Hadza 4.1 10.3 0.8 1.7 7.3 21.2 1.0 2.7
Yoruba 4.7 17.8 1.3 3.8 5.2 18.2 -1.1 -3.5
Lemande 5.0 16.8 1.7 4.5 5.7 18.2 -0.6 -2.1
Mende 5.7 19.1 2.3 6.3 6.3 20.0 0 0
Shum Laka 11.7 38.7 8.3 22.6 12.7 40.8 6.4 20.5
Aka 13.3 39.1 9.9 25.2 13.6 40.4 7.3 22.0
Mbuti 16.4 50.4 13.0 34.9 16.4 49.9 10.0 31.8
Mursi 0 0 -3.4 -9.0 .. .. .. ..
Agaw .. .. .. .. 0.1 0.3 -6.2 -18.9
SA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

f4(X, Mursi; SA, Mota) f4(X, Han; SA, Mota) f4(X, Han; SA, Yor) f4(X, Mursi; Chimp, Yor)
Test pop Value Z-score Value Z-score Value Z-score Value Z-score
Dinka 0.8 3.3 3.7 11.9 -0.7 -2.8 -0.9 -4.7
Mota .. .. .. .. 5.7 18.1 5.2 17.7
Hadza 4.1 11.5 7.0 17.7 4.8 15.2 3.4 11.4
Yoruba 4.1 15.7 7.1 21.6 .. .. .. ..
Lemande 4.1 14.5 7.1 21.0 .. .. .. ..
Mende 4.8 17.3 7.8 22.5 .. .. .. ..
Shum Laka 9.1 29.8 12.0 33.7 8.0 28.7 8.3 31.9
Aka 10.3 33.4 13.2 35.5 7.8 24.8 8.5 30.1
Mbuti 12.5 41.8 15.5 44.1 11.6 40.8 11.8 46.3
Mursi 0 0 3.0 8.8 0.6 2.2 0 0
Agaw -2.4 -7.7 0.6 1.8 0 0.2 -0.2 -0.9
SA .. .. .. .. .. .. 20.3 66.0

Variations of allele-sharing statistics (multiplied by 1000) sensitive to ancestry in the test
population X from a deeply-splitting lineage, along with Z-scores for difference from zero. We
note that the zero level has a different meaning depending on which population is in the second
position in the statistic. Blank entries are statistics that are confounded by specific
relationships between the test population and one of the reference populations (in the third or
fourth position; either duplication of the same group, Agaw with Han due to
non-African-related ancestry, or Yoruba with other West Afrians). SA, ancient South African
hunter-gatherers; Yor, Yoruba.
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Extended Data Table 3. Admixture graph parameter estimates

Model version: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Mixture proportions (%)

Shum Laka 64 66 62 71 64 58 63 61 63 61 64 64 64 64 63 63 63 .. 64 61 69 63 67/
basal WA 62∗

Aka Bantu- 59 59 57 63 59 56 58 57 59 58 59 59 59 59 59 59 58 58 59 58 62 61 59
associated
Mbuti Bantu- 26 24 33 19 28 27 26 12 28 30 32 25 24 26 29 28 35 35 25 35 23 36 27
associated
Mbuti East African- 17 19 10 27 14 9 16 23 15 13 11 19 20 18 13 14 6 6 18 9 23 8 16
related
West African clade 2 2 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 .. .. .. .. 2
archaic
West African clade 10 9 17 8 12 29 15 24 11 18 19 9 8 9 14 13 29 29 .. .. .. .. 11
deep modern human
Mende deep 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 4
ancestry
Mota deep 29 29 30 29 30 31 31 30 29 31 29 29 29 28 30 31 29 29 29 30 27 26 29
ancestry

Branch lengths
Basal WA 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 .. 2 3 3 1 3
split†

South African HG 1 1 0 4 1 -1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 1
split‡

Ghost modern 1 1 1 -3 1 1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 .. .. .. .. 2
human split#

Key admixture graph parameter estimates across different model versions (see Supplementary
Information section 3 for full details): 1, primary model; 2, no “dummy” admixture; 3,
African-ascertained SNPs; 4, transversion SNPs; 5, Shum Laka whole-genome sequence data;
6, outgroup-ascertained transversions; 7, Hadza added; 8, Mbo in place of Lemande; 9, Herero
added; 10, Chewa added; 11, Mursi in place of Agaw; 12, Baka added; 13, Bakola added; 14,
Bedzan added; 15, Mada added; 16, Fulani added; 17, Taforalt added; 18, alternative
admixture for Shum Laka; 19, alternative deep source; 20, alternative deep source with
African-ascertained SNPs; 21, alternative deep source with transversion SNPs; 22, alternative
deep source with outgroup-ascertained transversions; 23, Shum Laka pairs fit separately. HG,
hunter-gatherers.
∗Earlier pair/later pair
†Units above the main West African clade
‡Units below the split of the Central African hunter-gather lineage (negative value indicates
distance above)
#Units along the Central African hunter-gather lineage (negative values indicate distances
along an adjacent edge)
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Extended Data Figure 1. Overview of the site of Shum Laka. The left column represents
generalized stratigraphy, with radiocarbon dates (uncalibrated) shown as red dots on the
y-axis, and deposits indicated by their archaeological nomenclature (P, S/Si = Pleistocene; T, A
= Holocene; Ao = Holocene ochre ashy layer; Ag = Holocene gray ashy layer; after ref. [95]).
Columns 1–6 display chronological extents of technological traditions: 1, microlithic quartz
industry; 2, macrolithic flake and blade industry on basalt; 3, bifaces of the axe-hoe type; 4,
pecked grounded adze and arrow heads; 5, pottery; and 6, iron objects. Column 7 indicates the
two Shum Laka burial phases. Column 8 shows climatic reconstructions based on carbon
stable isotopes and pollen from organic matter extracted from sediment cores at Lake Barombi
Mbo in western Cameroon (more arid conditions to the left and more humid conditions to the
right [21, 95]), along with archaeological eras (LSA, Later Stone Age; SMA, Stone to Metal
Age; IA, Iron Age). Drawings: Y. Paquay, composition c© Royal Museum of Central Africa.
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Extended Data Figure 2. Average genome-wide allelic mismatch rates for each pair of
individuals, as well as intra-individual comparisons. We selected one read per individual at
random at each targeted SNP. Monozygotic twins (or intra-individual comparisons) are
expected to have a value one-half as large as unrelated individuals; first-degree relatives,
halfway between monozygotic twins and unrelated individuals; second-degree relatives,
halfway between first-degree relatives and unrelated individuals; and so on. The presence of
inbreeding also serves to reduce the rates of mismatches. Bars show 99% confidence intervals
(computed by block jackknife).
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Extended Data Figure 3. (A) Broad-scale PCA (differing from Fig. 2A by projecting all
present-day Cameroon populations). Groups shown in blue were projected onto axes
computed using the other populations. HG, hunter-gatherers; S. L., Shum Laka. The W-Cent.
HG grouping consists of Aka and Cameroon hunter-gatherers (Baka, Bakola, and Bedzan).
The majority of the present-day Cameroon individuals fall in a tight cluster near other West
Africans and Bantu speakers. (B) Relative allele sharing (multiplied by 10,000, as in Fig. 3B)
with Shum Laka versus East Africans ( f4(X , Yoruba; Shum Laka, Somali); x-axis) and versus
Aka ( f4(X , Yoruba; Shum Laka, Aka); y-axis) for present-day populations from Cameroon
(blue points) and southern and eastern Bantu speakers (Herero in red and Chewa in orange).
Mada and Fulani share more alleles with Shum Laka than with Aka, but this is likely a
secondary consequence of admixture from East or North African sources (as reflected in
greater allele sharing with Somali; see also Supplementary Information section 3). Bars show
one standard error in each direction.
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confidently assess) but are not meant to represent exact multifurcations. HG, hunter-gatherer;
AP, agro-pastoralist. ∗Proportion not well constrained (for Mbuti, the sum of the two indicated
proportions is well constrained but not the separate values). See Supplementary Information
section 3 for full inferred model parameters.
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Extended Data Figure 6. Allele-sharing statistic sensitive to ancestry splitting more deeply
than South African hunter-gatherers ( f4(X , Mursi; Chimp, South Africa HG), as in Fig. 3A), as
a function of West African-related ancestry (from admixture graph results; Mota, Yoruba, and
Lemande shifted slightly away from the boundaries for legibility). Bars show two standard
errors in each direction. The (relative) allele-sharing rate for Mursi is identically zero
according to the definition of the statistic.
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Extended Data Figure 7. Schematic of admixture graph results with alternative deep source
for West Africans. Branch lengths are not drawn to scale. Points at which multiple lineages are
shown diverging simultaneously indicate splits occurring in short succession (whose order we
cannot confidently assess) but are not meant to represent exact multifurcations. HG,
hunter-gatherer; AP, agro-pastoralist. ∗Proportion not well constrained (for Mbuti, the sum of
the two indicated proportions is well constrained but not the separate values). See
Supplementary Information section 3 for full inferred model parameters.
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